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This article examines the educational efficacy of a learning environment in which children diagnosed with
Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) engage in social interactions with an artificially intelligent (AI) virtual
agent and where a human practitioner acts in support of the interactions. A multi-site intervention study in
schools across the UK was conducted with 29 children with ASC and learning difficulties, aged 4–14 years old.
For reasons related to data completeness and amount of exposure to the AI environment, data for 15 children
was included in the analysis. The analysis revealed a significant increase in the proportion of social responses
made by ASC children to human practitioners. The number of initiations made to human practitioners and
to the virtual agent by the ASC children also increased numerically over the course of the sessions. How-
ever, due to large individual differences within the ASC group, this did not reach significance. Although no
evidence of transfer to the real-world post-test was shown, anecdotal evidence of classroom transfer was
reported. The work presented in this article offers an important contribution to the growing body of research
in the context of AI technology design and use for autism intervention in real school contexts. Specifically,
the work highlights key methodological challenges and opportunities in this area by leveraging interdisci-
plinary insights in a way that (i) bridges between educational interventions and intelligent technology design
practices, (ii) considers the design of technology as well as the design of its use (context and procedures) on
par with one another, and (iii) includes design contributions from different stakeholders, including children
with and without ASC diagnosis, educational practitioners, and researchers.
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Children;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Autism is a spectrum of neuro-developmental disorders that affects the way in which a person
communicates with and relates to other people, as well as how they make sense of the world
around them (NAS 2016). The main areas of difficulty in Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) are
as follows: (i) social communication and interaction, involving problems with both verbal and non-
verbal language, e.g., difficulty with initiating or responding to bids for interaction, or with taking
turns in conversations and (ii) restricted, repetitive patterns of behaviour, interests, or activities, for
example, difficulties with adapting to novel environments or coping with unexpected change (see
(APA 2013) for a comprehensive list of potential difficulties). The degree to which such difficulties
are present and their exact nature varies between individuals and possibly across cultural and
situational contexts. This heterogeneity necessitates individualised and adaptive support regimes
that are sensitive to the individuals’ real-life routines and that are not confined to laboratory or
clinical intervention settings.
A wide range of clinical and non-clinical interventions exists that aim to facilitate the learn-
ing and development of social communication skills. Over the past decade, technology-enhanced
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methods have attracted increasing attention in both the autism and educational communities for
their potential to impact both research and practice (Goodwin 2008; Parsons et al. 2015; Parsons
and Mitchell 2017). Software interventions have targeted language skills, e.g., (Anwar et al. 2011;
Bosseler and Massaro 2003; Massaro 2006; Rahman et al. 2011), affective skills, e.g., (Abirached
et al. 2009; Beaumont and Sofronoff 2008; Finkelstein et al. 2009; Hopkins et al. 2011; Schuller et al.
2013), and social interaction skills, e.g., (Barakova et al. 2007; Battocchi et al. 2013; Dautenhahn and
Werry 2004; Kandalaft et al. 2013; Kozima et al. 2009). The latter include approaches to fostering
social initiation in peer-to-peer collaborative contexts (Malinverni et al. 2014; Mora-Guiard et al.
2016; Tartaro and Cassell 2008), attentional control (Bartoli et al. 2013), and imaginary/symbolic
play (Herrera et al. 2008, 2012) through exploratory full body interaction environments. The ex-
isting interventions examine the design and use of both advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI), e.g.,
as in Barakova et al. (2007) social robotics work, as well as technologically shallower interactive
interface designs, e.g., as in Herrera et al. (2008, 2012) approach to full-body interactions.
The proliferation of different technologies and their applications for autism is being increas-
ingly accompanied by a body of evidence suggesting that technology, in the broad sense of the
word and in tightly controlled environments, may provide effective support for this target group
(Cobb 2007; Parsons et al. 2007; Parsons and Mitchell 2017). This is especially true in relation to
within technology use improvements, e.g., (Wass and Porayska-Pomsta 2014), with some indication
of the potential for generalisation to real-world situations (Bosseler and Massaro 2003; Fletcher-
Watson 2014; Golan et al. 2010; Grynszpan et al. 2014; Hourcade et al. 2013; Pennington 2010;
Ramdoss et al. 2011a, 2011b; Tartaro and Cassell 2008). Coupled with this emerging evidence is a
growing demand from diverse groups, including parents, educators, and individuals with ASC, for
the adoption of an inclusive support model that views autism as a difference in abilities rather than
as a spectrum of deficits. In such an inclusive model, first, any intervention should be adapted to
individuals’ strengths rather than their deficits, with the therapeutic regimes being personalised
to their individual needs. Second, appropriate adjustments should be made not only to the indi-
viduals’ physical, but also transactional environments to facilitate and scaffold their engagement
in social and interpersonal interactions (Prizant et al. 2003). The focus on strengths rather than
deficits, and the importance of adaptable and adaptive environments to the success of interven-
tions, has been long highlighted as key to best educational practice (Biesta 2007; Dewey 1998).
This view also aligns with the aspirations of Artificial Intelligence in Education research, where
moment-by-moment adaptation to the idiosyncratic needs and actions of learners is of central
interest, e.g., (Woolf 2008). This, together with AI’s long-term key ambition to emulate human
behaviours in socially credible ways, provides a strong motivation for examining the educational
and interactional potential of AI technologies in this context.
Given that initiations and responses that are either absent or inappropriate are seen as key areas
of difficulty in ASC (APA 2013), this article focuses on these two behaviours. Children with ASC
tend to initiate all types of communication infrequently compared with typically developing (TD)
or developmentally delayed peers (Mundy et al. 2003), and respond to partners in restricted or
self-serving ways. A key aim of the work presented here was to create an environment in which
the child was encouraged and motivated to produce spontaneous communication behaviours, i.e.,
to engage in ‘communication in the absence of [a] defined antecedent’ (Chiang and Carter 2008).
Such behaviours are treasured by parents and practitioners, because they occur infrequently and
when they do, they indicate that the child acknowledges them as social agents.
This article presents the design and evaluation of a technology called ECHOES, which oppor-
tunistically blends human and AI support for autistic children, aged 4–14 years old,1 in their
1The ECHOES environment was originally designed for children aged 4–7 years old. However, as explained in Section 4,
several of the study participants were chronologically older, but developmentally within or below the target age range.
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exploration of social interaction skills. Such blending aims to deliver rich and flexible transactional
support to children as advocated in the autism best practices. Here, AI serves as a stepping stone
for the social interactions with the humans, whereby human practitioners provide on-demand
support when a child is willing and able to interact and communicate with them, or where a com-
bination of technology and human intelligence is necessary to cater adequately for the interaction
needs of the specific child.
The contributions of the work presented are four-fold. First, the study provides a detailed ex-
ample of how human-computer interaction can be orchestrated in a way that blends human and
artificial intelligence for the benefit of each individual child. This is a particularly timely contribu-
tion, given the emerging evidence-driven trend in AI in Education of adopting carefully blended
AI-human approaches for supporting learning (Baker 2016). Second, through the examination of
the efficacy of the ECHOES approach, the study spotlights the potential of technology as a trigger
and a catalyst for meaningful social communication between ASC children and adults in non-
clinical contexts such as schools. Third, in contrast with much research in technology-enhanced
approaches to autism intervention, the work extends existing research by targeting children at the
lower end of the ASC. Fourth, the research presented highlights important methodological chal-
lenges related to the ways in which any improvements in autistic children’s social communication
may be measured meaningfully in a way that (i) informs and innovates front-line practices, (ii)
points to how educational interventions for this population may be designed and delivered specif-
ically with the help of AI technologies, and (iii) informs how the definition of optimal outcome
for children with ASC may need to be framed to allow for the design and delivery of more inclu-
sive support regimes than are currently routinely available (for further discussion see Sections 4
and 7.4).
The rest of the article is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the ECHOES environment,
explaining its pedagogical underpinnings. Section 3 describes the design and functionality of the
ECHOES AI agent. Section 4 introduces the study design along with the research questions ad-
dressed. Section 5 presents the ECHOES data annotation scheme, while Section 6 provides the
results of the study. Section 7 discusses the results by exploring their broader implications to
technology-enhanced interventions for autism, and by outlining key methodological considera-
tions related to enabling inclusive interventions and technological designs in this context. The con-
cluding remarks are given in Section 8 together with examples of work that has already emerged
from the ECHOES project, illustrating the rich interdisciplinary basis that the work presented here
offers for future work more generally. Supplementary materials related to the ECHOES system ar-
chitecture and detailed examples of the ECHOES learning activities are provided in Appendix (A).
2 THE DESIGN OF THE ECHOES ENVIRONMENT
ECHOES is a single user technology-enhanced learning environment that utilises an artificially
intelligent (AI) virtual character,2 called Andy, as a social partner for children with ASC and their
TD peers, to help them learn and/or improve social communication skills (see Figure 1; for details
of Andy’s intelligence, see, e.g., (Bernardini and Porayska-Pomsta 2013)). The design of ECHOES
was optimised to the following:
(1) Encourage and support behavioural change, through
(a) a child-centred approach;
(b) exploration and play opportunities;
(c) potential interaction with social partners (i.e., virtual or human partners), providing
opportunities for the child to initiate and respond to social communication;
2The terms ‘artificial agent’ and ‘virtual character’ will be used interchangeably in this article.
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Fig. 1. A child playing with the interactive cloud through the ECHOES multi-touch display.
(2) Deliver learning activities based on existing evidence of best practice in autism – in this
case the social communication, emotional regulation and transactional support (SCERTS)
model (Prizant et al. 2006) (see Section 2.1 for details);
(3) Be informed by input from stakeholders, including children with and without autism,
practitioners, and experts in developing technology for children with ASC;
(4) Be suitable for use by young children with ASC, who may also have learning difficulties3;
(5) Be suitable for use in school environments.
In ECHOES, children can both explore different situations involving the artificial agent and
rehearse them repeatedly. The interaction between the child and the environment is facilitated
through a large 42-in. multi-touch screen, which allows children to manipulate different interactive
objects on the screen. The interactive objects provide the opportunities for shared attention and
interaction between the agent and the child, and between the child and the human practitioner.
The scale of the screen allows children to move freely in front of it. The touch interface caters
for children’s varying motor control capabilities, as well as for young children’s low literacy. To
reduce the complexity and potential difficulties of executing touch gestures such as those with a
timing element (e.g., double tap or long touch) or those requiring multiple touch points (pinch),
the input gestures are restricted to the simplest and least ambiguous possibilities (touch, drag,
swipe up/down). From the outset, ECHOES was developed for use in schools and specialist units
by children aged 4–7 years old, or of corresponding developmental age (in the studies presented,
the chronological age was sometimes as old as 14 years).
2.1 Pedagogical Underpinnings of ECHOES
In designing ECHOES, we drew on best practices in autism intervention (Prizant et al. 2006) and
consulted with stakeholders throughout, including teachers and other practitioners, children with
3This is often referred to as ‘intellectual disability’ outside of the UK.
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and without autism, researchers specialising in autism, and experts in technology design for chil-
dren with ASC and other special needs. In doing so, we adopted a participatory design approach
such that stakeholders could engage with the idea of ECHOES in a personally meaningful way,
and express their views and ideas about the ways in which the technology might be shaped to
accommodate their individual needs.
An early study (Alcorn et al. 2011) alerted us to the potential of ECHOES as an object for social
communication: The presence of the researcher, and the children’s spontaneous interaction with
them, led to the explicit inclusion of the human partner in the interaction with the ECHOES en-
vironment, in addition to the AI agent. This blending of human and AI interaction provided two
potential social partners for children while they interacted with ECHOES, offering them a richer,
more robust and potentially more immediately transferrable experience than might be possible
with only the AI agent as the social partner. The design requirements for ECHOES were based on
the outputs of 14 participatory design workshops. Formative evaluation studies, involving children
with and without a diagnosis of autism, were carried out using increasingly sophisticated proto-
types of ECHOES. In total, over 80 children and more than 30 adults contributed to the ECHOES
design process. For details of the individual workshops and their outcomes see (Bernardini et al.
2014; Frauenberger et al. 2013, 2010, 2011; Porayska-Pomsta et al. 2011).
The design of ECHOES was informed by and validated against the SCERTS model (Prizant et al.
2003) – A comprehensive approach to autism assessment and intervention, combining clinical as
well as educational approaches. SCERTS addresses the core challenges related to ASC, and aims
to support children in developing a number of key skills across the following three dimensions
that are crucial to social interaction: (1) social communication (SC): spontaneous and functional
communication, emotional expression, and secure and trusting relationships with others; (2) emo-
tional regulation (ER): the ability to maintain a well-regulated emotional state to cope with every-
day stress and to be available for learning and interacting; and (3) transactional support (TS): the
development and implementation of support to help caregivers to respond to the child’s needs and
interests, to modify and adapt the environment, and to provide tools to enhance learning.
SCERTS breaks down these three domains into a number of further components and, for each
one, provides a detailed description of the objectives to be achieved, the intervention strategies
available to practitioners and parents, and the criteria for assessing the child’s current skills and
needs. In designing ECHOES and the learning activities therein, we built explicitly on this opera-
tionalisation of social communication. We also used the SCERTS assessment protocol as the basis
for developing a bespoke annotation scheme, which we used to code the video data of the chil-
dren’s interactions with ECHOES. The SCERTS framework and the ECHOES’ annotation scheme
developed thereupon are presented in detail in Section 5.
2.2 The ECHOES Learning Activities
Children’s interactions with ECHOES are structured around 12 learning activities that focus on
social communication and, in particular, on the following: (1) joint attention: a child’s ability to
coordinate and share attention by looking towards people or shifting gaze between people and
objects, share emotions by using facial expressions, express intentions, engage in turn-taking, and
participate in reciprocal social interactions by initiating/responding to bids for interaction; and
(2) symbolic use: a child’s understanding of meaning expressed through conventional gestures,
words, and sentences, and their ability to use non-verbal means and vocalisations to share inten-
tions. The learning activities correspond directly to the intervention goals specified in the SCERTS
framework.
One of SCERTS’ principles is that in order to support joint attention, any activities performed
with a child need to share ‘an obvious unifying theme’ (Prizant et al. 2003). Therefore, all ECHOES
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activities are set in a ‘magic’ garden inhabited by Andy4 – the AI agent. The ECHOES garden is
magical, because it contains interactive objects that behave in unusual ways, sometimes trans-
forming into other objects when touched by the agent or the child. For example, tapping a flower
turns it into a floating bubble or a bouncy ball, depending on the type of touch-gesture used. The
design of the environment, the objects and their behaviours, was informed by participatory design
work conducted with children with ASC, TD children, parents, and practitioners, as described is
Section 2.1. The idea behind the unusual/magical behaviours of the ECHOES objects was to create
opportunities for sustained attentional interest and exploration, and for joint activities between
the child, the agent and/or the human social partner.
In order to offer children a structured experience when interacting with ECHOES, whilst also
leaving room for the children’s own expression and discovery, we designed two sets of activities
as follows: (i) closed-task activities, with a clear sequence of steps and a predetermined end-point;
and (ii) exploratory activities, with no predetermined end-point and whose main objectives are
social reciprocity, turn taking and mutual enjoyment. For example, sorting a set of balls by colour
or collecting a predefined number of flowers are examples of closed-task activities that end once
all of the objects are either sorted or collected. In contrast, taking turns with the agent to shake
a virtual cloud that produces rain and causes flowers to grow, or throwing virtual bouncy balls
through the cloud to make them change colour, represent exploratory activities that can go on for
as long as the child wishes or is deemed productive by the accompanying practitioner (see Table 1
for a list of all ECHOES activities and the possible interactions between the child, the agent, and
the human; see also Appendix A.2 for detailed examples).
Most of the learning activities in ECHOES are performed by Andy and the child in cooperation,
with Andy assuming a more or less prominent role according to a particular activity’s learning
objective and the needs of the individual child. For example, if the goal is learning-by-imitation,
Andy will adopt a leading role and will demonstrate different behaviours to the child. If the goal
is engaging-in-reciprocal-interaction, Andy will give the child an opportunity to initiate a bid
for interaction by waiting before initiating the interaction. There are the following two activities
in ECHOES, which do not involve Andy: (i) bubble popping and (ii) free exploration of the magic
garden. One or both of these activities are always used at the beginning of each session (see Figure 2
for a possible sequence of activities over the course of an ECHOES session). The child has full
control over the interactions in these activities and our early pilot studies showed that children
found these exploratory activities particularly rewarding (Alcorn et al. 2011).
As described in Section 2.1, a human partner is included in the interaction with the ECHOES
environment. The child has opportunities to interact with both the AI agent and the human partner.
It is important to note that the interaction with the agent was a pre-requisite for the child being
able to complete the specific tasks. In contrast, interaction with the human was not required, and
took the form of further encouragement and praise, demonstration of actions by the practitioners,
and practitioners’ readiness to respond to children’s bids for interaction, e.g., when a child invited
the practitioner to take a turn within an activity or pointed to something of interest on the screen.
As the classroom is the intended environment for ECHOES, the human partner will be referred to
as the practitioner, although in the study described in Section 4, this role was frequently adopted
by a researcher.
3 THE ECHOES AI AGENT AS A SOCIAL PARTNER
Following the principles of autism and educational best practices, children need a responsive so-
cial partner. Such a partner needs to be able to model the behaviours targeted, to provide a socially
4Henceforth, we will refer to Andy, as Andy, the virtual character or the agent interchangeably.
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Table 1. Inventory of the ECHOES Activities
INTERACTION INTERACTION
ACTIVITY TYPE OBJECTS WITH AGENT WITH HUMAN
Bubble
popping
Exploratory Bubbles No Practitioner either
demonstrates that bubbles
can be popped or reacts to
the child’s request to pop
bubbles
Magic garden Exploratory Magic cloud
can rains;
flowers;
flower basket;
pots; bouncy
balls
No Practitioner demonstrates
how objects can be
manipulated. Responds to
bids for interaction from the
child
Ball sorting Closed-task
Reciprocal
interaction
Balls and
coloured
boxes
Andy:
– demonstrates how to sort balls;
– instructs the child;
– praises the child;
– signals end of the task
Practitioner further
demonstrates the activity if
needed; responds to child’s
requests to share the activity;
encourages the child to
engage in the activity
Tickling Exploratory None Andy responds to being tickled
by bending over and laughing
Practitioner demonstrates
the activity if needed;
responds to child’s requests
to share the activity;
encourages the child to
engage in the activity
Explore with
Andy
Exploratory
Learning by
imitation
Magic cloud
that can
produce rain;
flowers;
flower basket;
pots; bouncy
balls
Andy:
– demonstrates the actions on
objects – takes turns with the
child to play with the objects
– praises the child
Practitioner demonstrates
the activity if needed;
responds to child’s requests
to share the activity;
encourages the child to
engage in the activity
Rainy cloud Exploratory
Learning by
imitation
Magic cloud;
flowers that
grow when
the cloud is
shaken
Andy:
– demonstrates how shaking
cloud produces rain and this
causes the flowers to grow
– takes turns with the child to
shake the cloud
– praises the child
Practitioner demonstrates
the activity if needed;
responds to child’s requests
to share the activity;
encourages the child to
engage in the activity
Flower
growing
Closed-Task
Reciprocal
interaction
Magic cloud;
flowers that
grow when
the cloud is
shaken
Andy:
– demonstrates the actions on
objects
– takes turns with the child
– praises the child
– Signals end of the task
Practitioner demonstrates
the activity if needed;
responds to child’s requests
to share the activity;
encourages the child to
engage in the activity
Pick flowers Exploratory
Learning by
imitation
Flowers,
basket
Andy:
– demonstrates the action
– takes turns with the child to
fill basket with flowers
– asks for particular flowers to
be picked
– praises the child
Practitioner demonstrates
the activity if needed;
responds to child’s requests
to share the activity;
encourages the child to
engage in the activity
(Continued)
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Table 1. Continued
INTERACTION INTERACTION
ACTIVITY TYPE OBJECTS WITH AGENT WITH HUMAN
Stack pots Closed-task
Reciprocal
interaction
Pots Andy:
– demonstrates the action
– takes turns with the child
– asks for a particular pot to be
stacked
– praises the child
– Signals end of the task
Practitioner demonstrates
the activity if needed;
responds to child’s requests
to share the activity;
encourages the child to
engage in the activity
Fill basket
with flowers
Closed-task
Reciprocal
interaction
Flowers,
basket
Andy:
– demonstrates the action
– takes turns with the child
– asks for a particular flower to
be put in the basket next
– praises the child for
completing action
– Signals end of the task
Practitioner demonstrates
the activity if needed;
responds to child’s requests
to share the activity;
encourages the child to
engage in the activity
Turn flower
into a ball
Exploratory
Learning by
imitation
Flowers;
bouncy balls
Flower centres
change into
bouncy balls
when flicked
Andy:
– demonstrates the actions
– takes turns with the child to
turn flowers into bouncy balls
– praises the child
Practitioner demonstrates
the activity if needed;
responds to child’s requests
to share the activity;
encourages the child to
engage in the activity; helps
the child
Throw balls
through the
cloud
Closed-task
Reciprocal
interaction
Cloud, bouncy
balls;
Change colour
when they go
through the
cloud
Andy:
–demonstrates the action
–takes turns with the child
–asks for a particular ball to be
thrown through the cloud
–praises the child
–Signals end of the task
Practitioner demonstrates
the activity if needed;
responds to child’s requests
to share the activity;
encourages the child to
engage in the activity
Bubble popping and magic garden free-play activities take place at the beginning of all sessions. Other activities are used
based on each child’s preferences (e.g., if a child likes a particular activity, it is likely that they will play with it more
frequently) and whether or not the child has played with particular activities before, as the aim is for all children to play
with all ECHOES activities.
credible real-time interaction, while also being able to engage children in structured learning. In
other words, children need a social partner that is both (i) pro-active, i.e., has an ability to exhibit
goal-directed behaviour by deliberating about, and actively trying to accomplish, its goals and by
taking the initiative, and (ii) reactive, i.e., has the ability to perceive changes in the environment
and react to them in a timely manner. Furthermore, such a partner needs to possess social ability to
coordinate its actions with the actions of others – in our case, the child. Pro-activeness is important
to maintaining the child’s attentional focus and to fostering motivation. Reactivity is fundamental
to adapting to children’s changing needs and their cognitive and affective states. Social ability is
crucial to maximising the child’s sense of self-efficacy in communicating with the social partner.
These requirements are fully in line with intelligent agent theory by Wooldridge and Jennings
(1995). The theory, which continues to provide the basis for the design of intelligent agents, offers
strong motivation for developing an autonomous planning-based agent within ECHOES that is
able to act as a believable and educationally viable social partner to children. Such investment is
further supported by existing evidence of the generalisable therapeutic and educational potential
of virtual agents, e.g., (Bosseler and Massaro 2003; Grynszpan et al. 2008; Parsons and Cobb 2011;
Strickland et al. 2007; Tartaro and Cassell 2008) and by ongoing successful research into applica-
tions of planning architectures as the basis for furnishing synthetic, socially enabled characters
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Fig. 2. A possible sequence of activities in one session. (1) Bubble popping; (2) magic garden free play, without
Andy; (3) stacking pots with Andy; (4) ball sorting. The bubbles activity was always first, frequently followed
by exploration without Andy. For children who are unable to concentrate over a long session, an activity
with Andy directly followed bubbles.
with autonomous and believable behaviours (Anderson et al. 2013; Aylett et al. 2009; Cavazza et al.
2002; Kenny et al. 2007).
Therefore, the key component of the ECHOES environment is an autonomous planning-based
agent that drives the decision making of the ECHOES AI agent. The agent utilises the FAtiMA
planning architecture (Dias and Paiva 2005) that is based on the following: (i) AI planning tech-
niques (Russell and Norvig 2003), (ii) an emotional model derived from the OCC cognitive theory
of emotions (Ortony et al. 1988), and (iii) the appraisal theory of emotions (Smith and Lazarus
1990). It is a domain-independent agent architecture that provides the ECHOES agent with de-
liberative and reactive capabilities along with some basic socio-emotional competences. The two
main mechanisms controlling a FAtiMA agent are appraisal and coping. Both mechanisms work
at the reactive level, which affects the short-term horizon of the agent’s behaviours, e.g., agent’s
timely reactions to a child’s momentary actions, and at the deliberative level, which relates to the
agent’s long-term goal-oriented behaviours, e.g., scaffolding a child to complete a learning activity.
Within each activity the agent’s actions are controlled by the ECHOES intelligent engine and are
based on the sequence of real-time updates produced by the Multimodal Fusion Engine. Further
details of the rationale for the ECHOES software architecture and individual components are given
in Foster et al. (2010) and Bernardini and Porayska-Pomsta (2013).
The agent’s actions are either concrete demonstrations of social-communication skills targeted
in ECHOES or actions performed to encourage the child to try and to practice them. Specifically, we
define joint attention and symbolic use in terms of three component skills as follows: (i) responding
to bids for interaction; (ii) initiating bids for interaction; (iii) engaging in turn taking. Andy, the
agent, is able to demonstrate these skills in the following three different ways:
(1) Verbally – by using simple language or keywords (e.g., ‘My/Your turn!’ for turn-taking);
(2) Non-verbally – through gaze and gestures such as pointing at or touching an object, or
using one of a small number of Makaton gestures5 (e.g., thumbs up for ‘Well done’);
(3) By combining verbal and non-verbal behaviours.
5Makaton is a language programme using signs and symbols to help people with language and learning difficulties to
communicate. https://www.makaton.org/
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Andy is able to make requests, greet the child by name, comment on events happening in the
magic garden and apply exploratory actions to the interactive objects. This variety of behaviours is
intended to make the interaction dynamic enough to keep the child engaged and to foster general-
isation of skills practiced, while retaining a degree of predictability that is essential to supporting
the child’s attentional focus and sense of safety. Andy always provides the child with positive
feedback, especially if the child responds to his bids for interaction correctly. If the child does not
perform the expected action, Andy first waits for the child to do things at their own pace and then
intervenes by demonstrating the action. To support the child’s interaction within specific activities,
Andy always explains a new activity to the child using simple language and precise instructions
(e.g., ‘Let’s pick ten flowers’). The importance of providing the children with positive feedback was
emphasised by teachers who contributed to the design of Andy’s behaviours as key to reducing
children’s anxiety in social interactions and helping them experience a sense of self-efficacy.
ECHOES also incorporates a practitioner graphical user interface (henceforth referred to as the
GUI) through which the practitioner can control the choice and duration of the learning activities.
The GUI aims to cater for the substantial diversity in individual children’s needs and preferences.
As well as enhancing the ECHOES’ real-time interpretation of the child’s needs, for example the
need to repeat an activity that a child might have found particularly enjoyable or to make Andy
repeat a specific action if the practitioner deemed it beneficial for a particular child, the GUI also
provides a tool for creating an environment in which no opportunity is lost to engage children in
social interaction and communication. The GUI is accessed through a separate screen, not visible
to the child, so as not to interfere with the flow of the interaction.
4 STUDY DESIGN
We conducted a multi-site intervention study in real school contexts to examine the potential
impact of the ECHOES environment use on social communication skills in children with ASC.
Specifically, we focused on children’s ability to initiate or respond to bids for interaction by others
(APA 2013). In doing so, we examined the efficacy of the ECHOES environment, i.e., its potential
to have a desired effect, as opposed to its effectiveness, i.e., definitive proof that it led to the desired
outcome, in this case to the acquisition of social interaction skills (see, e.g., (Rao et al. 2008) for an
elaboration of the definitions of efficacy vs. effectiveness). This distinction means that we have not
been able to control for all factors that may potentially have confounded our findings. However,
we believe that the methods we employed to create, deploy, and evaluate the ECHOES approach
are in line with observations and postulates for autism intervention and education in-the-wild
(Parsons et al. 2013).
The study used a within-subjects design, looking at changes in initiations/responses across con-
dition (ECHOES vs. non-ECHOES) and over time (the beginning, middle and end phases of in-
teraction with ECHOES). As we were particularly interested in how initiation/response patterns
changed over time for children with ASC, a matched control group was neither appropriate, nor
feasible, given the profiles of our participants. Many of the children with ASC who participated
in the ECHOES studies were characterised as having learning difficulties, confirmed by pre-test
assessment (see Section 4.1), and most had been assessed as developmentally delayed. In terms of
their language ability, many were at the social (SP)6 or language partner (LP)7 stage, and the others
were at the conversational partner (CP)8 stage, as defined within SCERTS. Owing to their profiles,
6Child uses fewer than three words/phrases referentially, regularly, with communicative intent.
7Child uses more than three words/phrases referentially, regularly, with communicative intent.
8Child uses at least 100 words/phrases referentially, regularly, with communicative intent and can use at least 20 different
word combinations that are creative.
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there can be no functionally appropriate comparison group for these children and hence, the tra-
ditional ‘group-matching’ method is not appropriate for direct comparison, particularly when it
is based on IQ (see Dennis et al. (2009) and Rao et al. (2015) for further discussions of why this is
problematic).
Nevertheless, the so-called ‘lower-functioning end of the spectrum’ is often under-researched,
overlooked and perhaps even under-estimated (Mottron 2004). It is therefore important to ensure
that individuals considered to be ‘low functioning’ are represented in research, to avoid bias in
the literature. Furthermore, it may be that this group has the greatest potential to benefit from
environments such as ECHOES.
Similar to Whalen and Schreibman (2003), who included a group of TD children in their study in
order to ‘identify “normal” levels of social behaviours’, we also included a group of TD children in
the study. They were not considered as a control group, but allowed us to obtain a broad measure
of ‘typical’ social interactions (i.e., initiations/responses) across the various study conditions, in
effect providing a non-clinical point of reference.
Our specific research questions for the study are as follows:
(1) Do ASC children show an increased response to bids for social interaction while using the
ECHOES environment?
(a) Does this pattern differ between the virtual agent and human practitioner?
(2) Do ASC children show an increase in the number of initiations for social interaction made
whilst using the ECHOES environment?
(a) Does this pattern differ between the virtual agent and human practitioner?
(3) Do any increases in response/initiations transfer to other contexts?
4.1 Participants
Five schools and specialist units for children with ASC were identified and invited to participate in
the study. The study design was pilot tested in a further school over 2–3 sessions with four children
with ASC. Following revisions to the study design and to the system based on the pilot, ECHOES
was deployed at four sites (five schools) across the UK: three special schools9 and two mainstream
schools. One of the mainstream schools had a unit10 dedicated to working with children with ASC
and other learning difficulties. The second shared a site with a school for children with severe,
complex, and enduring additional support needs, including autism. A group of TD children was
recruited from each of the two mainstream schools. Figure 3 provides an overview of initial and
final numbers of child participants, including information on the tests administered.
Twenty-nine children with a previous ASC diagnosis were exposed to ECHOES across the four
sites, and their interactions were video-recorded. These children had previously received a diagno-
sis of autism via qualified authorities and professionals. Children recruited from the three special
schools had also been assessed as having learning difficulties. Although it would not have been
either appropriate or ethical to re-diagnose the children solely for the purpose of this project, we
used the Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ) and British Picture Vocabulary Scales (BPVS)
to gather further evidence about the children’s specific difficulties.
Children who had less than 45 minutes of interaction with ECHOES, or who did not take part
in a minimum of three ECHOES sessions, were excluded from the analysis, reducing the ASC par-
ticipant numbers from 29 to 19. The main reason for attrition was illness and other absence. Addi-
tionally, a small number of children chose not to continue the use of ECHOES at different points;
9For children with complex, long-term additional support needs, primarily severe learning disabilities, severe social com-
munication difficulties and/or autism.
10Note that some schools refer to such units as ‘resource bases’.
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Fig. 3. A summary of participants’ selection, numbers, and the corresponding tests administered.
therefore, their data was too incomplete to provide a meaningful basis for analysis. The children
who did not want to play with ECHOES were not distinguished from the remaining children by
any diagnostic traits except for potential over-sensitivity to the sensory features of ECHOES, such
as garden sounds. Other factors may have played a role, for example, children being away from
their typical classroom environment, lighting in the room and time of day and week – afternoons
and end of the week tended to be the most difficult owing to children’s tiredness.
Also excluded were children who did not participate in both pre- and post- ‘table-top’ assess-
ments, further reducing this to 15 children with ASC (see Figure 3). In addition, the TD children
in one of the two mainstream schools worked in pairs (at the school’s request) so their data was
not comparable with individual use; thus, they were also excluded from the analysis. As a result,
a subset of 15 ASC children was included in the analysis presented here.
The ASC group (N = 15) had an average age of 8.54 years (range 4–14 years) and included one
girl. Confirmation of the ASC diagnosis was provided by the SCQ, which was completed by a
caregiver. The average SCQ score was 23.4 (SD = 4.64), i.e., higher than the cut-off score of 15 (see
Barnard-Brak et al. (2016) for a discussion about cut-off scores for the SCQ regarding sensitivity
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Table 2. Participant Data was Anonymised; School Type is Learning Difficulties (LD)
or Mainstream (MS); for Language Level See Above
SCERTS level Age: BPVS
PCode School type (SP, LP, CP) years, months Gender SCQ score age equiv.
RD11 LD/ASC LP-CP 7.6 M 23 3.3
AM12 LD/ASC CP 8.2 M 23 5.0
OM16 LD/ASC LP 7.8 M 25 3.2
GJ26 LD/ASC LP 13.7 M 18 NC
SD27 LD/ASC LP 13.1 M 17 4.2
CM29 LD/ASC SP-LP 13.8 M 32 3.2
RD30 LD/ASC CP 13.8 M 28 NC
ALH31 LD/ASC CP 12.8 F 26 5.11
HB51 MS/ASC SP 4.10 M 27 <3
HK53 MS/ASC LP 5 M 23 3.2
KL54 MS/ASC CP 5.11 M 14 5.10
DSS55 MS/ASC CP 5.9 M 20 4.3
EW56 MS/ASC CP 5.5 M 23 4.3
MG78 LD/ASC LP 6.8 M >15 <3
MD80 LD/ASC LP 7.4 M >15 <3
SM57 MS/TD – 5.5 F – 6.0
GW58 MS/TD – 5.2 F – 6.6
MD59 MS/TD – 5.6 F – 5.0
NO60 MS/TD – 5.6 M – 6.7
TW61 MS/TD – 5.4 M – 6.9
HD62 MS/TD – 5.4 M – 6.9
BPVS: 2 were not completed due to behavioural difficulties (NC); 3 were assessed as below the 3-year age cut-off for
this version. SCQ: for 2 children data was provided by the school as >15 cut-off.
and specificity). Verbal language ability was assessed using the 2nd edition of the BPVS. The mean
raw BPVS score was 36.62, giving a mean age equivalent of 3.99 years (SD = 0.97), significantly
lower than the group’s chronological age. It should also be noted that seven children had BPVS
scores that were too low to provide age equivalence. The group of 15 children with ASC included 5
younger children (aged 7–8 years) and 5 older children (aged 13–14 years) with learning difficulties
in addition to the diagnosis of autism. Three further children were assessed, using BPVS, as having
a raw age equivalent more than 1 year below their chronological age. Participant information is
provided in Table 2.
Twelve TD children were recruited to provide the reference group. As noted above, six were
then excluded from the analysis because they had been working in pairs. The average age of the
TD group (N = 6) was 5.45 years and included three girls. The TD children did not complete the
SCQ. Average BPVS raw score was 63.83 and age equivalence was 5.89 years. Both the age and
BPVS scores differed significantly between TD and ASC groups (p < .001).
The study design was approved by the ethics board of the site managing the evaluation, and
the approval was further reviewed and accepted by all of the participating sites. Ethics approval
covered all participatory design, formative evaluation, and other studies, in addition to the mul-
tiple site study presented in this article. In all cases, information sheets and consent forms were
provided to potential participants, parents/guardians, practitioners and teachers. Language appro-
priate consent forms and information sheets were provided for all children, and read aloud to them
if necessary.
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Fig. 4. Children using ECHOES with the researcher at three different evaluation sites.
4.2 Materials and Procedure
Given that the study was to be conducted concurrently on multiple sites, researchers were trained
in the application of the study procedure through workshops and reference to the ECHOES ‘Man-
ual for Researchers’, which was specially developed by the evaluation team to ensure consistency
across all sites. The training workshops and manual covered all aspects of the study procedures,
including training in using the BPVS, checklists for preparation for working in schools and control
of the ECHOES environment. The manual also contained detailed plans for the study, including
guidance on the placement of cameras, selection, and order of activities, and interacting with and
supporting the participants. In addition, a detailed specification was developed in relation to data
collection and storage.
Prior to the children’s interaction with ECHOES, the researchers assigned to each school spent
several sessions observing the children with whom they would be working in the classroom set-
tings. The researchers participated in classroom activities, allowing the children to become familiar
with them. ECHOES was installed in quiet, dedicated spaces in each school. Individual children
interacted with the environment whilst their interaction was monitored and structured by the
human partner/practitioner (Figure 4). Depending on their preferences, children sat on a chair
or stood in front of the screen while the practitioner (and classroom assistant when necessary
and available) sat to the side of the screen out of the child’s immediate line of sight. Practitioners
were able to control the various aspects of the ECHOES environment if needed through the GUI
designed for this purpose (see also Section 3). At three of the five sites, the researchers acted as
practitioners. At the other two sites, teachers and teaching assistants were trained to take on this
role, and worked in conjunction with the researchers.
To assess each child’s initial social communication skills, their behaviour was video-taped dur-
ing (i) free-play at school (e.g., in the playground), (ii) usual classroom activities, (iii) a structured
group turn-taking exercise in the classroom, and (iv) a structured one-on-one table-top turn-taking
activity. These also served as familiarisation activities, allowing the children to get to know the
researchers for the purpose of reducing children’s anxiety in preparation for the sessions with
ECHOES. Behaviours observed in these videos were coded and quantified using the SCERTS-based
ECHOES annotation scheme described in Section 5.
The structured table-top turn-taking activity involved the child playing with two toys (a bubble
gun and a remote-controlled robot) on a table-top, and a human practitioner (Figure 5). The design
of these activities was informed by the behavioural assessments used in diagnostic tools, such as
ADOS (Lord et al. 2012). The practitioner was instructed to take turns with the child in controlling
the toy, using joint attention and pointing, in order to direct the child’s attention to objects on the
table-top and to respond to any bids for interaction made by the child. They were also instructed
to provide opportunities for the child to initiate, e.g., by remaining quiet for short periods.
After the initial table-top pre-test, each child was given the opportunity to play with the
ECHOES environment for periods of 10–20 minutes, several times a week over a six-week pe-
riod. The structure of each session was decided collaboratively by the child and the practitioner,
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Fig. 5. The table-top activity used to assess social communication skill before (pre) and after (post) ECHOES
use. Left = bubbles activity. Right = robot activity.
Fig. 6. ECHOES study procedure, detailing the pre-/post-testing and main intervention along with specific
timings for each.
with the practitioner suggesting that learning activities to engage with and when to move between
them. All sessions began with the bubbles activity and progressed to the magic garden free-play.
However, the time spent on each activity was decided by the practitioner or upon child’s request,
depending on how engaged the child appeared to be. As the number of activities increased in each
subsequent session, less time was spent on these two initial activities. The overview of the entire
procedure employed in ECHOES is shown in Figure 6.
The complexity of the activities increased with each new session, and the ECHOES agent was
gradually introduced to act as a social partner to the child. The practitioners were instructed to
progress to new activities when they judged the child had grasped the current activity, had become
bored or upon child’s request. Learning activities included in the evaluation are as follows: Bubble
popping, magic garden free-play, ball sorting, tickling Andy, Explore with Andy, rainy cloud, flower
growing, pick flowers, stack pots, turn flower into a ball, turn flowers into bubbles, and throw balls
through the magic cloud. The AI agent was used in most of the learning activities, but the extent to
which he was critical to the goal of an activity varied. For instance, during the early exploratory
activity Andy would be present and children could tickle him or hand him objects but he would not
initiate interaction. Later activities, such as sorting coloured balls into boxes, required turn-taking:
Andy would point to request specific balls that the child could hand to him.
If the child became distressed, distracted or disengaged from ECHOES during a session, the
session would be terminated and the child would return to their class. In the small number of
cases where this happened, and impeded the child’s use of ECHOES, the child’s data was removed
from the final analysis sample, as already reported in Section 4.1.
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All ECHOES sessions were video-taped. At the end of the six weeks of children using ECHOES,
the pre-test activities were repeated. For conciseness, we report only the results of the table-top
activities.
5 DATA CODING SCHEME: ADAPTED SCERTS ASSESSMENT PROTOCOL (SAP)
The coding system used to assess the video data collected during the summative evaluation is an
adapted version of the SCERTS Assessment Process (SAP) (Prizant et al. 2006). The original SAP is
a curriculum-based assessment tool for gauging individual children’s capacity to use certain skills
and to engage in tasks across meaningful, everyday contexts. The emphasis is on understand-
ing the functional role of an individual child’s behaviours and communicative acts, rather than
solely identifying the deficits. Assessment of a child’s level of social and communicative compe-
tence is based on detailed behavioural criteria derived from the developmental and autism liter-
ature, rather than by reference to group norms (see overview in Prizant et al. (2006): Volume 1,
Chapter 7).
Despite its orientation toward rapid, on-going assessment in practice, the SAP provided an
invaluable starting point for the data coding in ECHOES, owing to (i) the wide range of socio-
communicative behavioural criteria included in the SAP, and (ii) the fact that many high-level
behaviours (e.g., requesting) have already been decomposed into smaller, individual criteria (e.g.,
request food, request help, request comfort). Moreover, these criteria are context-independent, and
are therefore relevant to a wide range of interactions in which there may be no prior list of ‘rel-
evant’ or ‘possible’ child behaviours. This is very different from the narrower, context-dependent
data coding schemes for assessments such as ADOS (Lord et al. 2012), or the Early Social Commu-
nication Scales (ESCS) (Mundy et al. 2003), which dictate the application of pre-specified, standard-
ised materials to very structured one-on-one interactions between the child and an adult ‘tester’,
whose task is to elicit specific behaviours from the child. The SAP’s range and flexibility is appro-
priate as a starting point for the varied ECHOES evaluation contexts (classroom data, structured
table-top activities, and interaction with the virtual environment) because it allows us to account
for both the use of technology-enhanced learning and the real-world school context of the study.
Whilst other coding schemes, such as Bauminger (2002) and Hauck et al. (1995), are designed to
be used in natural environments, their coding schemes do not provide the hierarchical levels of
categories, or the operationalisation of the lower levels of detail, that SAP does.
In the modified SAP for ECHOES coding scheme (SAP-E), we have largely kept the spirit and
the behavioural criteria of the original SAP, while making some changes in order to render it more
useful as a research tool in the context of ECHOES. In particular, the SAP-E uses a modified subset
of the behavioural codes of the original SCERTS framework, and adds several new codes that cap-
ture additional information specific to ECHOES. The behavioural codes are applied incrementally
to allow us to capture information about a child’s behaviours at multiple levels of detail. For exam-
ple, at a high level, a given behaviour may be coded as a verbal response to the virtual character,
but can also be coded as constituting a greeting, and as being an instance of exact echolalia (i.e.,
imitation of another person’s speech). The current article reports the results related to the higher
level codes, rather than the specific results for these more detailed codes.
The main changes between SAP and SAP-E can be summarised as follows:
(1) Shift to counting instances of behaviours instead of estimating frequency of use;
(2) Limit coding to ECHOES-relevant socio-communicative behaviours;
(3) Provide more detailed, stringent definitions of child initiation;
(4) Add codes that define social partners’ initiations and responses to the child;
(5) Add codes that define ‘missed opportunities’ for the child to respond to social partners.
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While these changes may seem substantial, we still consider the SAP-E to be an adapted and
extended version of the SAP, rather than a completely new coding scheme. This is because the SAP-
E’s focus remains on investigating communicative competence in a flexible, unscripted interaction
that, in addition to the child, may involve multiple social partners and objects at various points.
Furthermore, most of SAP-E’s behavioural codes follow the SAP verbatim, or have very minor
alterations (i.e., to specify that they apply to the virtual character, or to remove parts of the code
clearly irrelevant to ECHOES). The main changes introduced through SAP-E relate to bridging the
gap between the formative, practice-focused uses of the SAP, and the definitional precision, and
contextual information required to turn it into a tool able to produce research-quality data about
child communication in a technology-enhanced environment.
5.1 Applying the Coding Scheme to ECHOES Data
Video from each participant included in the analysis was sampled at the beginning, middle, and
end of the ECHOES intervention period, excluding child rest breaks, technical malfunctions, and
footage of other activities not specifically related to ECHOES. Each sample analysed comprised 15
minutes of child-ECHOES interaction using activities in which the agent was present, as well as
the transitions between such activities. Samples were selected as follows: beginning (beg) samples
started in the session where the virtual agent was first introduced, ending (end) samples started
with the virtual agent’s exit from the final session with ECHOES (with the 15 minutes of qualifying
footage counted back from that point), while the middle (mid) sample was drawn from the child’s
middle session with the virtual agent.
Each video was first coded by a researcher trained in the SAP-E. Training included extensive
practice on ECHOES pilot data, iteratively discussing and amending the coding until it was close to
the previously coded and agreed ‘master’ version for one training video. Ten first-coders (selected
from the authors and associated students) were used in total, all trained to be able to accurately
reproduce the SAP-E coding of the training video before progressing. In coding the final evaluation
data, coders were blind to the child’s diagnostic category (ASC or TD) and the video’s phase (e.g.,
pre-test or post-test table-top; beg, mid, or end of the ECHOES intervention), though differences
in context such as table-top vs. ECHOES were self-evident. Codes were applied using the ELAN
Linguistic Annotator.11 ELAN allows multiple, overlapping codes to be attached to sections of
video through a mixture of free-text entry and menus of pre-defined labels, facilitating a high
degree of flexibility in identifying and labelling child-partner interactions. After first coding was
completed for all videos, all annotations were fully moderated by one of two second coders in
order to improve confidence in the final analysis. Whenever moderators disagreed with first codes
and could not resolve the conflict easily, the two moderators conferred and reached agreement.
Full moderation was used instead of partial second-coding for various reasons as follows: (1) with
ten independent coders, any calculation of inter-rater reliability (IRR) would be difficult to derive
meaningfully; (2) by having two moderators view all annotations and reach agreement we were
aiming for a high level of consistency in the application of the coding scheme across all videos
rather than simply confidence in the amount of variation in the codes; (3) the substantial variation
in ability of the children documented in the videos combined with the number of coders, meant that
after experiments with IRR during piloting of the annotation scheme it became clear that a high-
level overview of all children was required when applying the coding scheme. Final annotations
were exported as tab-delimited text for further analysis.
11ELAN annotation tool for complex data annotations on video and audio resources: ELAN: Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics. The Language Archive: Elan 4.1.2. URL http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/
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Fig. 7. Left: A child watches Andy make a sorting mistake. Right: The child contact points to the blue box
and tells Andy ‘Right here!’.
5.2 Behavioural Codes Discussed in This Article
For the purpose of the analysis presented in this article, and in line with our hypotheses, we fo-
cus on the following three high-level categories of socio-communicative behaviours that are less
frequently used by children with ASC:
(1) Child’s response to bids for interaction from a social partner, including
(a) Verbal and non-verbal responses to partner’s verbal and non-verbal initiations;
(b) Following the reference of a partner’s pointing.
(2) Child’s initiation of bids for interaction to a social partner, including
(a) Use of pointing to direct a partner’s attention;
(b) Requesting (objects, help/actions, activities);
(c) Protesting undesired actions,
(d) Other verbal and non-verbal bids not otherwise specified, including commenting on
objects or events.
(3) Child’s social behaviour towards partners, in particular
(a) Using gaze for social referencing (i.e., looking towards a partner for information) and
social sharing (i.e., initiating joint attention through a combination of gaze and gesture
to convey enjoyment and interest);
(b) Monitoring the attentional focus of the partner in an on-going activity;
(c) Securing the attention of the partner;
(d) Greeting the partner;
(e) Facilitating continuation of turn taking.
In SAP-E, each behaviour is listed as a high-level category description that encompasses
multiple specific codes, and is supported by specific examples of child behaviours. In many cases,
a behaviour could feasibly be classified as fulfilling more than one behavioural objective, and
hence be coded under all categories that capture the relevant information about that behaviour.
The current analysis also incorporates information on social partners’ initiations and responses
to the child, as well as missed opportunities for children to respond to social partners’ bids
for interaction (discussed in Section 5). Finally, as an additional and more qualitative source
of information, the analysis draws on concrete, i.e., verbatim examples of children’s speech
directed to the virtual agent throughout their ECHOES sessions. For example, in Figure 7, the
child observes Andy trying to put a blue ball in the yellow box. He leans forward and touches
the blue box and tells Andy ‘Right here!’ then, with his other hand, touches the blue box twice
and shouts: ‘That one!’. In this example, we see the child initiating a bid for interaction to the AI
social partner, and using pointing to direct a partner’s attention.
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6 RESULTS
The analysis presented is based on the pre-ECHOES table-top videos, three 15-minute ECHOES
sessions involving the AI agent (beginning, middle, and end of the intervention period), and the
post-ECHOES table-top sessions. Our analysis focuses on children’s initiations of and responses
to bids for interaction to social partners, including (i) the AI agent and (ii) the human practitioner.
In order to be coded, behaviours must be relevant to the ECHOES system in some way (e.g., the
child initiating to tell the researcher about a field trip, say, would not be coded under the SAP-E).
6.1 Frequency of Children’s Responses to a Social Partner
Given that the number of initiations made by the partner (both the HUMAN practitioner and the
AGENT) may vary substantially across sessions and across children, the successful responses made
by the child will be expressed as a proportion: ranging from 1 (all initiations responded to) to 0
(no initiations responded to). Given that lesser responsiveness to initiations by a social partner
is a diagnostic trait of ASC (e.g., as measured by ADOS), it was predicted that our ASC children
would exhibit lower proportions of responses both during the pre-ECHOES table-top session and
throughout ECHOES, as compared to their TD peers. Of interest here is whether these proportions
change, and how they vary across the HUMAN practitioner – a socially complex, but more reactive
and reliable social partner, and the AGENT – a simpler, more predictable partner, but with limited
interactivity compared to the human.
The mean proportion of ASC children’s responses to the practitioner’s bids for interaction dur-
ing the table-top pre-test was 0.66(SD = 0.17), i.e., significantly less than the reference proportion
for TD children (overall mean = 0.87, SD = 0.17, t (21) = −3.412,p < 0.01).12 This confirms that
our ASC sample began the study with significant impairment in social responsiveness compared
to an unmatched TD sample.
What is clear from the mean proportion of responses displayed in Figure 8 is the increase in
responses during the use of ECHOES. A repeated-measures ANOVA performed on the propor-
tion of responses to HUMAN initiations across the five phases (pre- and post-table-top, and be-
ginning, middle, end of ECHOES sessions) showed a significant main effect of phase (F (4, 56) =
4.167,p < 0.01), which can be attributed to the end time point showing a greater proportion of
response (mean = 0.813, SD = 0.214) compared to the pre-test (mean = 0.656, SD = 0.171; t (14) =
−3.72,p < 0.01). This increase also brings the ASC responsiveness to a level comparable to that of
the TD group. However, this increase in responsiveness does not transfer outside of ECHOES to
the table-top activity, as shown by the post-test (mean = 0.711, SD = 0.142), the results of which
are not significantly different to the pre-test, t (14) = −1.637,p = 0.124,n.s .).
The key difference seen in Figure 8 is the low proportion of child responses to AGENT initi-
ations (Figure 8, right panel; mean = 0.59, SD = 0.22) compared to the responses to the HUMAN
practitioner (Figure 8, left panel; 0.8). This difference is significant within the ECHOES sessions
(F (1, 25) = 9, 588,p < 0.01) and may be due to issues with Andy’s temporal contingency on the
child’s interactions. Specifically, while the planning architecture used to underpin the agent’s be-
haviours gave the agent decision-making capabilities, and enabled greater responsiveness to the
child, the agent’s reactions were at times slightly delayed owing to a current plan needing to com-
plete execution before it could react to the child’s next action. This was particularly an issue with
children who did not observe turn-taking and did not wait for Andy to finish what he was doing.
12Note that as there was no significant difference for the TD group across the various phases, and that the group was
acting as a non-clinical point of reference rather than as a control, the mean of the TD group across all phases has been
represented as a red dashed line for both HUMAN and AGENT responses in Figures 8 and 9 (95% confidence intervals for
the TD distribution are denoted as red dotted lines).
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Fig. 8. Mean proportion of child responses to partner initiations (black dashed line), split by the HUMAN
practitioner (left panel) or Andy the AGENT (right panel) across the pre-table-top, beginning, middle, and end
ECHOES sessions and the post-table-top session. Reference mean proportion of TD children’s responsiveness
to initiations is represented as the red dashed line (the average proportion of responses over all five time
periods) with 95% confidence intervals for the TD group represented as red dotted lines. Background coloured
lines represent individual participant values at each session (anonymised IDs tally with Table 2).
The slight decrease in response proportion over time does not reach significance (F < 1). Note that
the TD reference responsiveness to Andy (Figure 8, right panel, red dashed line) was similarly low,
suggesting that the ASC children did not find Andy any more difficult as a social partner than the
TD children.
6.2 Frequency of Children’s Initiations to a Social Partner
Initiating can be considered more difficult than responding to a partner, because it relies cru-
cially on the initiator’s motivation to communicate with another person as well as their ability to
communicate without prompting. In contrast, the form and the function of the expected type of
response will be directly or indirectly prompted by the partner’s initiation, giving the child clues
not only that a response is expected, but also often what form of response is required.
The videos were coded for initiation behaviours directed to both the HUMAN practitioner and
the AGENT, and considered across verbal, non-verbal, and combined initiations. Initiation be-
haviour is more difficult to standardise as (i) we do not know how many initiations should be
expected per child and per session, and (ii) the different learning activities and level of ability of
each child may substantially impact the frequency of their initiations.
The results of the analysis focusing on the frequency of initiations to HUMAN, illustrated in
Figure 9 (left panel) by a black dashed dotted line, reveal that the ASC children make more initi-
ations before and during ECHOES use than would normally be expected given the profile of this
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Fig. 9. Mean frequency of initiations made by child (black dashed line) to the HUMAN practitioner (left
panel) or to Andy the AGENT (right panel) across the pre- table-top, beginning, middle and end ECHOES
sessions and the post- table-top session. Reference frequency of TD children initiations is represented as the
red dashed line (the average proportion of responses over all five time periods) with 95% confidence intervals
for the TD group represented as red dotted lines. Background coloured lines represent individual participant
values at each session (anonymised IDs tally with Table 2).
group. The mean frequency of HUMAN initiations for the TD reference group is 3.1(SD = 2.9) per
15-minute block, represented as a red dashed line in Figure 9 (95% confidence intervals denoted
by red dotted lines). By comparison, the frequency of initiations for the ASC group is higher than
the TD reference across all five phases (independent-samples t-test reveal a significant difference
at all phases, p < 0.05). This may not be as surprising as it first seems. The TD reference group are
not IQ matched to the ASC group and as the ECHOES environment was designed for users with
significantly less ability, the TD group found the learning activities easy and did not need to seek
the help from, or make comments to the practitioner. Furthermore, in the pre- and post-table-top
session, the TD children waited until they were instructed to do something by the practitioner,
whereas the ASC children were often making off-task requests for interaction which, although
not strictly pre-/post-test task related, could be seen as positive, given ECHOES’ aim of increasing
ASC children’s bids for interaction.
The results of the analysis focusing on the frequency of initiations to HUMAN, illustrated in
Figure 9 (left panel) by a black dashed dotted line, reveal that the ASC children make more initi-
ations before and during ECHOES use than would normally be expected given the profile of this
group. The mean frequency of HUMAN initiations for the TD reference group is 3.1(SD = 2.9) per
15-minute block, represented as a red dashed line in Figure 9 (95% confidence intervals denoted
by red dotted lines). By comparison, the frequency of initiations for the ASC group is higher than
the TD reference across all five phases (independent-samples t-test reveal a significant difference
at all phases, p < 0.05). This may not be as surprising as it first seems. The TD reference group are
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not IQ matched to the ASC group and as the ECHOES environment was designed for users with
significantly less ability, the TD group found the learning activities easy and did not need to seek
the help from, or make comments to the practitioner. Furthermore, in the pre- and post-table-top
session, the TD children waited until they were instructed to do something by the practitioner,
whereas the ASC children were often making off-task requests for interaction which, although
not strictly pre-/post-test task related, could be seen as positive, given ECHOES’ aim of increasing
ASC children’s bids for interaction.
A repeated-measures ANOVA of initiation frequency does not show a significant effect of phase
pre, beg, mid, end, post; F (4, 56) = 1, 341,p = 0.266) even though there is a numerical increase in
initiations from pre ECHOES session (mean = 10.27, SD = 8.1) to end ECHOES session (mean =
17.9, SD = 25.9). This increase does not reach significance due to large variance across children
(t (16) = −1.361,p = 0.192). This, in turn, highlights (i) the heterogeneity within our ASC group
(see the variable frequency of initiations across individual participants represented as the different
colour lines in Figure 9 left panel) and (ii) the fact that some children may have benefited from
ECHOES more than others.
In terms of children’s initiations to the AGENT, we observe numerically fewer initiations than
towards the HUMAN practitioner. However, this difference does not reach significance (F(1,28) =
2.072, p = 0.161, n.s.). Similar to the initiations to the HUMAN partner, the initiations to Andy
also seem to be characterised by an increase over the course of the ECHOES sessions (Figure 9,
right panel, black dashed line). ASC children show an increase from 4.89(SD = 8.05) in the first
session to 9.6(SD = 13.7) in the final ECHOES session, however, this difference does not reach
significance due to the large variance across individuals (t (18) = −1.719,p = .103,n.s .). For some
ASC children, their comfort and interest in Andy may be increasing even though his interactivity
is limited, e.g., the individual participant coloured lines above the black dashed group mean line
in Figure 9, right panel. An increase in initiations towards the AGENT should be expected as a
natural consequence of progressing through the ECHOES learning activities and moving on to the
later activities that require turn-taking with Andy.
7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Frequency of Initiations and Responses to Social Partners
Our results show that as some of the children with ASC progress through the ECHOES environ-
ment (from beginning, middle and end), they seem to show corresponding numerical increases in
initiations of joint-attentional behaviours to both the virtual character and the human practitioner.
Arguably, this change may be considered clinically, if not statistically significant at the group level.
This is in contrast to the pre- and post- non-ECHOES ‘table top’ measures of the children’s ini-
tiations of joint attention. What is of particular note is that initiations have been argued to be
the most difficult of all joint attentional behaviours for children with ASC (APA 2013). Here, the
ECHOES environment seems to engender an increase in these behaviours in some ASC children
compared to outside the ECHOES environment and, moreover, this change increases as the child
spends more time with ECHOES.
With respect to responding to bids for interaction, the pattern is slightly more nuanced in that
the children with ASC showed an increasing tendency to respond to their human partner over the
course of the ECHOES sessions, but an overall lower level of responsiveness to the AI agent. One
explanation for this may be that a child’s response to the human partner could lead to continued
reciprocal interaction, whereas a response to Andy could not, since Andy was not aware that the
child had responded unless the response related to, and was expressed through, the touch actions
recognisable by ECHOES. Another possible explanation might be that actually blending human
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and AI interaction allows children to ease into the situation, making them more open to engaging
with the human over time, with the AI agent then transforming from the central interaction vehicle
to an object around which the interaction and communication can be conducted with the human
partner. Although other researchers have also shown that technology can enhance co-located hu-
man interaction (Farr et al. 2010; Holt and Yuill 2017), it is worth noting that, in each case, these
study designs explicitly included more than one individual interacting with the technology at the
same time, either as pairs (in the case of Holt and Yuill (2017)) or groups of individuals (in the
case of Farr et al. (2010)). In contrast, ECHOES was designed to be used by individual children;
hence, the fact that ECHOES seems to engender increased social interactions with human part-
ners who are not, strictly speaking, interacting directly with the technology themselves is all the
more striking.
The impact that different learning activities may have had on the initiations and responses of
children with ASC should be considered. Although the complexity of tasks may have increased
over time, some actions such as those involving objects may have necessitated little or no commu-
nication with a social partner. As these actions have not been counted as initiations, or responses,
the increase in ASC children’s initiations and responses cannot be explained by the nature of the
activities alone. This conclusion is further supported by that fact that the TD children experienced
roughly the same sequence of activities and showed little change over time relating to the increase
in the complexity of activities undertaken. A more plausible explanation may be that some activ-
ities may be more likely to provoke more initiations or responses to a social partner than others.
The impact of particular activities is something that has been proposed for further analysis by
Alcorn (2016), who has also explored the features that may contribute to this. Another possible
explanation might be that the children became familiar with the set-up, the technology and the
researchers, which led to the decrease in their anxiety and an increase in their motivation to com-
municate with the social partners. However, given that we have taken special care to familiarise
the children with all of the researchers prior to the intervention specifically to reduce children’s
anxiety (see Figure 6, Section 4 for the discussion of the procedure), it is less likely that the in-
crease in initiations can be explained by the decrease in anxiety and rise in the familiarity of the
set-up. If this were the case, then we would also expect significant improvements on the post-test,
as by that point the children were very familiar with both the activities and the researchers. Such
improvements at post-test were not observed.
7.2 Evidence of Transfer and Impact on Schools
Whilst post-test quantitative analysis suggests no evidence of transfer from the ECHOES envi-
ronment to the table-top activities, it is possible that further analysis of other classroom and play
contexts may have provided more supportive evidence. Although the table-top activities defined
in this study were chosen carefully on the basis of existing literature and other similar empiri-
cal studies, they may not in fact correspond to children’s typical activities. However, each prac-
titioner/researcher working with a child using ECHOES was asked to keep a research diary in
which observations of the child’s behaviour and reactions to the system were recorded. At the sites
where the practitioner was a ‘support for learning’, or classroom assistant based in the school, the
research diary also charted any changes or improvements seen in the classroom. Qualitative data
collected through these research diaries, as well as through observation, teacher reports and inter-
views, suggests that there is potential for transfer from ECHOES to the classroom environment.
Classroom assistants who sat in on ECHOES sessions reported that they were able to observe
specific behaviours in some children that would not have been apparent without the ECHOES
environment. This provided insights to children on an individual level. By having a focussed ex-
ploration environment, staff were able to observe children benefitting from success within an
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educational context, and in several cases transferring this to the classroom. Several examples are
given here, for illustrative purposes as follows:
a. One child had consistently had difficulty in initiating the end phase of interactions or class-
room work. Within ECHOES the signing gestures of the virtual character included ‘my
turn’, ‘your turn’ and ‘finished’, accompanied by the corresponding phrases being spoken
by Andy (the ‘finished’ sign was accompanied be the spoken phrase ‘all done’). Following
interactions with ECHOES, on several occasions and without being prompted, the child
indicated to the researchers that he wished to finish working with ECHOES. The child
continued to indicate completion in the class (i.e., outside of the ECHOES context), using
a combination of verbalisation and signing, along with his prompt strip. This extended
beyond the classroom, with examples provided by teachers of similar actions in the play-
ground and outside of school. ‘We were able to identify . . . the signs he was giving and
then how to support them.’ (Class teacher). This new ability also resulted in the reduction
in this child’s stress levels, as reported by the teachers.
b. A child who initially appeared to be lacking in confidence and did not attempt to inter-
act with the researchers became much more verbal, responding to researchers and even
initiating conversations by the end of the study. For example, he initiated communication
by waving to researchers across the playground and engaging in conversation with them
about a book he was reading, elaborating on points of conversation and providing new
information unprompted: this suggested a potential growth in confidence, both in his use
of the system and his interactions with the researchers.
c. Another child began the study showing limited verbalisation and little acknowledgement
of the researchers’ presence. However, as he became more fascinated with the bubbles in
the initial ECHOES activity, he began to request to return to this scenario. Initially these
were short utterances, such as ‘bubbles’; eventually these became complete sentences (sup-
plemented by the prompt strip symbols) such as ‘I want bubbles please’. This change was re-
markable and with the researchers responding to these requests his challenging behaviours
diminished considerably by the end of the study.
d. Two boys, who previously played basketball individually in the playground, started taking
turns at throwing their basketball through the hoop. This occurred without any facilitation
from school staff and was observed on a number of occasions both during and after the
ECHOES study. This particular example of turn taking could be mapped to an activity in
the ECHOES system where the child takes turns with Andy to throw balls through a cloud
(to make them change colour).
e. A child who showed little awareness of the researchers initially began to verbalise his
requests for his favourite scenarios (facilitated by a prompt strip). It was noticed that over-
exaggerated praise (clapping and cheering) had a much greater effect than feedback in the
ECHOES system. The child began to verbalise much more frequently and his eye contact
improved. The transfer of knowledge of the need for exaggerated praise to the classroom
resulted in increased confidence in tasks such as writing or answering questions, greater
awareness of his achievements, and attempts to repeat them and to share them with others.
‘This is a boy that now expects us to give him a round of applause when he achieves it and
what I loved about it is the interaction he then had with the adults . . . wanted us all to
clap’. (SLA13).
13Support for Learning Assistant.
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In addition to the task-related initiations observed, there is anecdotal evidence in later sessions
with ECHOES of additional initiations from several children who showed no initial interest in
Andy, but who were later observed to greet Andy spontaneously through gestures as well as ver-
bally, including waving and saying ‘Hi Andy!’ when he walked onto the screen. As noted earlier,
such behaviours were very surprising to teachers and support workers within the schools, who
believed many of the children in question to be non-communicative. One child started sponta-
neously greeting staff in the classroom. A number of teachers reported increased confidence in
several children over the course of the research, both when interacting with ECHOES and in the
classroom.
Further description and analysis of such qualitative data is outside the remit of this article. How-
ever, one issue which merits further investigation is the extent to which the positive qualitative
outcomes can be attributed to the use of ECHOES, to the presence of technology more generally,
or perhaps even to a combination of ECHOES and the changed and highly individualised context
in which children found themselves. Individual comments from teachers suggest that the AI agent
was a key factor for many children, for although they may have not consistently interacted with
him, they nevertheless ‘bought into’ him as a character. Further work, some of which has already
begun (e.g., Porayska-Pomsta et al. (2013); see also Section 8), will focus on developing and manip-
ulating the agent technology and will serve to illuminate any evidence in relation to the role that
agents may play in provoking ASC children to engage in social communication and interaction.
In relation to the impact on schools, teachers benefited from first-hand experience of doing re-
search and of seeing some children in a different light, discovering hidden abilities and potential of
children in the context of their using ECHOES. This allowed the teachers to appreciate further the
need for supporting children through different needs and the potential of technology in providing
such support. Observing the individual children behaving more spontaneously and communica-
tively in the context of ECHOES than in the classroom was reported by teachers as the key aspect
of the ECHOES environment.
Teachers’ testimonies highlight their perspective on the research impact, in terms of three
categories:
(1) Impact on children’s communication: ‘The [ECHOES] technology has a massive impact
on children involved [. . .], it enabled them to communicate and succeed without any bar-
riers or feeling constrained by everyday teaching. They were actually free to explore and
learn and develop by themselves, which was absolutely fascinating to see [. . .] especially
with children with very poor communication skills’. (Head Teacher, mainstream primary
school.)
(2) Impact on school practices and training of teachers: ‘[ECHOES] inspired the school to
look how that technology and pedagogy of learning can help all children who have com-
munication difficulties and in fact all children’. (Head Teacher, special school.)
‘I have learned such an awful lot [. . .]. I can take what I have seen to other areas in the
school [. . .] that will help me do my job better’. (SLA, special school.)
(3) Impact on the school’s and children’s aspirations: ‘As a result of that the school has really
high aspirations for children, so it helps the school and the children develop their own
understanding of what learning is’. (Head Teacher, special school.)
An unexpected impact was teachers’ enthusiasm for continuing the involvement in further re-
search, despite disruption and additional demands imposed on them. At least three schools are still
involved in collaboration with individual ECHOES partners on both funded and student projects
(see Section 8). A plausible explanation for this might lie in the openness of the communication
between researchers and teachers, involving teachers in the decision making in relation to the
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studies (which children should participate, when and how) as well as giving them an active voice
in the design of the environment itself throughout the research. Furthermore, the fact that ECHOES
provided teachers with an environment in which they could witness children’s previously unseen
skills and abilities may also have led to their desire to continue to use ECHOES as a component in
the broader learning context.
7.3 Features of ECHOES: Lessons Learned
Overall, the use of technology, especially of the AI agent, in the realm of ASC is promising. Within
the literature there is a focus on transferring skills from the technology environment to practical
settings (Rao et al. 2008), which represents an established challenge in ASC (Pole and Morrison
2003). Despite such transfer not always taking place in practice (Reynhout and Carter 2009), there
are a number of successful cases (Scattone et al. 2006), who used structured observations to de-
termine the extent of generalisation after using Social Stories (Gray and Garand 1993) to enhance
social communication skills. While the extent of generalisation is difficult to measure in a meaning-
ful way due to the small number of participants involved in those studies, the use of observations
as a measure of success is encouraging. We believe that the ECHOES study presented in this arti-
cle contributes further to the collective knowledge of the types of technologies and their specific
uses in classroom contexts, especially those involving blended AI and human interaction, that may
bring real benefits to children with ASC, and of the methods for gathering evidence of the efficacy
of such approaches.
ECHOES was designed to provide a child-centred environment that encourages exploration
and play. Children with ASC were seen to engage with ECHOES, and to interact with the virtual
character and the objects therein. As discussed in Section 2.1, during the formative evaluation of
the environment, older children with ASC commented on their likes and dislikes, and suggested
improvements. A number of design iterations, with input from children, teachers and others with
expertise in designing technology for children with ASC, ensured that the resulting environment
was engaging and well matched to the target audience of young children with ASC. The data
collected demonstrated that the children did engage and interact with the AI agent by addressing
comments and questions to Andy, and initiating social communication with him. For example,
when Andy failed to put a coloured ball in the matching box, children would often prompt him
directly, e.g., by pointing to indicate the correct box. Multiple examples of evidence were collected
showing children socially communicating with the virtual character.
The learning activities, delivered through game play, served to provide an environment in which
there were many opportunities for children to engage in spontaneous communication behaviours.
The approach adopted through the design of the environment of stimulating and prompting in-
teraction appears to be a productive one, and an alternative to interventions in which the locus of
control is with the practitioners/adult rather than with the child.
The evidence-based approach, in this case derived from SCERTS, provided an informed basis
for the design of learning activities, and for later analysis of the children’s social communication
behaviours. As SCERTS is also an approach used in a number of schools in the UK and elsewhere,
this means that environments such as ECHOES can be integrated into the wider curriculum of the
school, and be directly related to specific learning goals and support for each child, regardless of
the wide range of individual needs.
The design, formative, and efficacy evaluation stages of the ECHOES project were conducted
in schools, rather than laboratories. This required an approach that was carefully planned and
orchestrated in consultation and collaboration with schools and teachers, including additional time
for classroom observation and familiarisation activities between children and researchers, targeted
training of both researchers and practitioners, and flexibility in the final evaluation studies to
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accommodate the needs of individual children and the specific schools’ contexts. Although this
meant that the exact conditions of the evaluation study differed across sites (e.g., smaller rooms
meant that social partner position in relation to the child varied), children engaged with ECHOES
and communicated socially with both human and virtual partners at all sites.
In relation to the approach taken in ECHOES, a major requirement was that the environment
should be suitable for use by children with ASC who may also have learning difficulties and limited
language abilities. Children with ASC and without intellectual difficulties have more frequently
been the target of interventions (Fletcher-Watson et al. 2016), but, arguably, may not have as great
a need as those described as so-called ‘low functioning’. Although in the analysis presented in
this article all ASC children are considered together, a future analysis that distinguishes between
children based on their intellectual development may reveal greater gains for the latter group.
Children both with and without learning difficulties successfully engaged with ECHOES. In
addition to those children whose data was reported in this article, a number of other children par-
ticipated in our studies.14 This included a number of children with very little language and who
typically found it difficult to participate in other classroom activities. For all children, sessions
with ECHOES were included in their regular (and familiar) classroom schedule planners. On the
whole, they participated eagerly in these sessions. In a number of cases they were accompanied
by teaching assistants who worked specifically with them. In many cases the teaching assistants
commented on their surprise at how much the children were able to do within ECHOES. This
was reinforced by observations of classroom teachers, when shown videos of the children demon-
strating spontaneous communication behaviours when interacting with ECHOES. The abilities of
children with ASC described as ‘low functioning’, and their potential for engaging in communica-
tion with others, should not be underestimated.
A major feature of ECHOES, arising from earlier studies (Alcorn et al. 2011), was that it was
designed to include the practitioner/researcher as a social partner for the child, in addition to the
AI agent. This provided many opportunities for social communication that were frequently taken
up throughout the sessions. This demonstrates the potential for technology such as ECHOES to
serve as the object of social communication, and as a stimulus or catalyst for spontaneous com-
munication behaviours, as well as (rather than exclusively) an environment within which social
interaction can take place. The role of the human partner should be considered further when de-
veloping AI technology, and arguably other forms of technology, for use by children with ASC in
relation to social communication. The role of the human partner should be explicitly considered,
both in the design and evaluation phases, and also in the intended context of use.
7.4 Reflections on the ECHOES’ Evaluation Methodology: Efficacy vs. Effectiveness
In evaluating ECHOES, we framed our findings in terms of the following two important and re-
lated societal questions concerning ASC: (i) optimal outcome (Suh et al. 2016), often considered
to equate to recovery from autism, and (ii) neuro-diversity. Traditionally, optimal outcomes are
sought in intervention studies by looking for pre-/post-test differences (Salkind 2010). Here, we
offer an alternative way of framing the question of optimal outcome, not in terms of recovering
from autism, but in terms of changing the environment and finding associated changes in per-
formance and behaviour. This is arguably something that any technology-based intervention is
suited to, given the specific and precise nature of its development and potential for fine-grained
data on how specific changes in the environment might lead to concomitant changes in users’ be-
haviours and performance. We argue that this reframing has two benefits. First, it forces us to look
at the process of any change, rather than looking for high level differences (which can be hard to
14As mentioned in Section 4.1, where there was insufficient data for children, they were excluded from the analysis.
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measure and even harder to show changes in). Second, it means that we have the potential to in-
clude more children in our evaluation rather than creating inclusion/exclusion criteria (based on
group matching), which might result in fewer children participating in studies.
Rao et al. 2008 argued that before interventions are rolled out into large-scale randomised con-
trol trials (in essence, trials that are focused on ascertaining effectiveness), smaller scale efficacy
studies should be done to demonstrate their potential. We argue that our evaluation resides at a
‘pre-efficacy’ stage, in which we believe that ECHOES shows promise in that children with both
autism and intellectual difficulties engage with the environment, interact with the AI agent and
with a human partner, progress through different learning activities and seem to change their be-
haviour whilst in the environment. However, our results are tempered with caution, given the lack
of a direct comparison group (e.g., an ASC wait-list control). Our findings suggest, though, that
the type of technology-based intervention adopted in the ECHOES project may result in real be-
haviour change, even if it is limited to the ECHOES environment. More recent research based on
ECHOES by Alcorn 2016 provides supporting evidence for these conclusions.
Generalisation and ascertaining whether generalisation is maintained on follow-up has been
considered to be the ‘holy grail’ of intervention studies in ASC (Rajendran 2013). However, our
results suggest that another way to reframe the question may be to ask what it is about a particular
environment (in this case, the ECHOES environment) that brings about change within that context.
If neuro-diversity is the acceptance of people who are neuro-atypical, then these environmental
clues may be immensely valuable if we seek to fit the environment to the person, rather than the
other way round (Rajendran 2013).
However, such an approach raises questions that are also key to the ongoing debate within
evidence-based practice in education as to what constitutes (or should constitute) ‘good’ evidence
in educational research (see, e.g., (Biesta 2007, 2013)). This debate highlights a tension between
the need to generate evidence that can be trusted, and is on par with the evidence emerging from
the biological sciences (and indeed using the same methods (Guldberg 2017; US National Research
Council 2002)), and the realities of live classroom environments, where the focus is on individual
children’s needs, on fine grained changes in their behaviour, and on the front-line practitioners’
ability to spontaneously adapt in pedagogically beneficial ways to often unexpected classroom/
learning events (Guldberg et al. 2017; Reichow et al. 2008; Stahmer et al. 2011). The idiosyncratic
nature of autism adds to the challenge of reconciling the need to understand the individual child in
the context of specific environments and situations, and the desire to generalise the intervention
approaches used along with any evidence of their success. On the whole, ‘hard’ evidence, i.e., that
which is typically generated through randomised control trials, seldom infiltrates real classroom
practice, not least because interventions that are tightly controlled in the clinical or lab environ-
ments are notoriously hard to replicate by clinically untrained front-line practitioners in often
messy and only partly predictable classroom settings (Dingfelder and Mandell 2011; Parsons et al.
2013; Porayska-Pomsta 2016).
8 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH
This article presented an evaluation of the ECHOES technology-based intervention, which aimed
to ascertain its potential to facilitate autistic children’s ability to engage in social interaction. The
evaluation was conducted in several schools across the UK, and focused on working with the so-
called ‘low functioning’ autistic children across the 4-14 age range. The results of the evaluation
showed a significant increase in the proportion of children’s responses to the human social part-
ners, and suggested positive trends with respect to children’s initiations to both social partners (an
AI agent and a human practitioner). These results are very encouraging in their own right. How-
ever, we also believe that the results highlight a number of important considerations for further
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research directions in the area of technology for autism education, and on the role that technology,
especially AI-based technology, may play in helping us understand and respond to children with
ASC, and in informing technology-enhanced educational practices more broadly.
A key aspect of the approach presented in this article was the way in which the intervention
was implemented in the different school contexts, placing an emphasis on ecological validity in
assessing the educational efficacy of the ECHOES approach, as well as on the need for flexibility
in the way that the AI technology’s role is prioritised and understood by the practitioners and
researchers. Specifically, an over-reliance on technological support alone may be misguided in
autism related practices and, arguably, in broader educational contexts as well, where it can lead to
many important opportunities for learning being either ignored or missed altogether. In ECHOES,
allowing a human practitioner to provide social partnership on demand alongside the AI agent
has led to the following: (i) the revelation and enhancement of many individual children’s specific
abilities, (ii) consideration of how research and educational practice may be consolidated, and (iii)
rethinking of how technology may be designed to perform an optimal role in supporting both the
learners and educational practitioners in achieving the desired learning outcomes. Teachers who
participated in the research were able to tailor their classroom support to the individual children
based on their newfound understanding of what the children could do, rather than on what the
children had revealed about themselves to date in typical classroom situations.
However, there are limitations associated with the study, many of which are artefacts of working
in the context of autism – a condition characterised by high individual heterogeneity and co-
morbidity with other developmental conditions. These limitations include the fact that, although
a relatively large number of participants took part in this research as compared to other studies
involving autistic children, the number coupled with the idiosyncratic differences between the
individual participants means that the results may not generalise to all contexts and all individuals
beyond this research. Furthermore, as indicated throughout the article, the lack of a comparable
control group and activities means that the conclusions drawn from this research apply mainly
to within-the-environment improvements. These limitations are being addressed in further work,
some of which has already began or has been undertaken.
Since the completion of the ECHOES project, many of the insights gained have served to in-
spire new ways of thinking by both the individual ECHOES researchers and by the teachers who
were involved in ECHOES, with several schools having become long-term partners in ongoing
research. For example, the SHAPE project (Guldberg et al. 2017; Parsons et al. 2015) focused ex-
plicitly on the challenge of bridging between research goals and outcomes, and school needs and
practices. SHAPE investigated how different technologies developed for children with ASC may
be embedded in different schools’ everyday practices to reveal any mismatches and commonali-
ties in teachers’ vs. researchers’ perspectives vis-á-vis what children might actually find inspiring,
motivating and useful, and to highlight any opportunities for pedagogical and technological in-
novation. This focus was further extended in another project, SHARE-IT (Porayska-Pomsta et al.
2013), which aimed to sustainably include the perspectives of all stakeholders concerned (parents,
teachers, researchers and children), for example through allowing the teachers and the parents
to (re-)configure both the children’s profiles and the specific activities within the environment,
thus supporting the construction and periodic modification of the (user) child models underpin-
ning the system’s interactions with the children. SHARE-IT’s focus reflected the insights gained
via the ECHOES project, specifically – the need to increase the range and variability of the learn-
ing activities and provide more customisable and malleable technologies in terms of their designs
and deployment in different contexts. Crucially, through its further investment in the planning
technology that underpinned the ECHOES agent’s behaviours, SHARE-IT also aimed to respond
explicitly to the debate that was on-going within the ECHOES project with respect to the degree
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and the nature of artificial intelligence that was actually needed to provide the necessary support.
Although SHARE-IT resulted in a much more socially able AI agent than was achieved during
ECHOES, this debate is still on-going and the questions it raises remain open.
Post-ECHOES and the projects that follow from it, it is clear that there is a need for balance
between technological innovation push and the educational needs pull to allow us to consider
how technology may be employed optimally in the context of autism-focused education. There
is a definitive need for flexibility in the way that the respective roles of technology and human
social partners are understood and managed, with the best-case scenario, i.e., one that serves the
learning process, being that technology and the human practitioner enhance, rather than override,
each other. The question of flexibility of the environment within which children are motivated to
spontaneously engage in social interaction with others and the specific opportunities that tech-
nology provides with respect to supporting children in doing so was the subject of a Ph.D. the-
sis by Alcorn (2016) which was inspired by the ECHOES project and which utilised its data as
a starting point. Alcorn’s investigation focused on the motivational potential of subjectively in-
consistent (i.e., discrepant, unintentional and non-designed) aspects in game-like virtual contexts
for young children with ASC. Her analysis of the ECHOES video data illustrated that a hetero-
geneous group of children all reacted frequently and socially to naturally occurring discrepant
aspects within ECHOES. This led to the creation of a set of high-level design principles that might
facilitate similar patterns of spontaneous, positive initiations around discrepancies. These design
principles were implemented in a set of new touch-screen games that sought to establish, and then
deliberately violate, child expectations. The results of Alcorn’s research suggest that it is possible
to motivate children’s communication – specifically their initiations – by including deliberately
designed discrepancies in the technology.
While the interdisciplinary nature of the ECHOES project presented the team with many intel-
lectual challenges, it also offered a richness of insight that is now bearing fruit in many follow-on
projects as just illustrated. The ECHOES project and the outcome of the use of ECHOES technol-
ogy as reported in this article contributed to a change in the team’s perception, not only of what
is technologically possible, but also of what needs to be approached with an open mind. In par-
ticular, if the support offered is to go beyond paying lip service to the question of neuro-diversity
and inclusion, there is a need for balance between technology, in this case AI technology, and the
human role in delivering support to the child, and in moulding the learning environment to the
needs of individual children. We believe that the results presented in this article, along with the
way that the ECHOES technology was designed and deployed, provide an evidence-based starting
point for challenging and addressing the existing orthodoxies in relation to the perceived and real
potential of AI technology for autism education and research.
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